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SUMMARY 

A large turnout is one of the key technologies for high speed railways, as it has a merit in high speed running on 
a crossover of the bi-directional operation dual-track rail and an interchange point of the single track rail. We 
developed a new switch and lock movement for a large turnout using two point machines. The new movement 
was designed so as to maintain its safety, compatibility, and the damage it inflicts on rails on the same level as 
the former developed lock movement for a large turnout and other Shinkansen’s movements. And it was 
designed so as to reduce its initial costs by half in comparison with the former developed movement. 

The movement and turnout were installed on a new line connecting Tokyo with Narita International Airport were 
its functions were fully tested and proved. In this paper, we describe the background of the development, the 
concept of the design, and the results of the tests about switching loads and rail stresses. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Large turnouts and switch and lock movements for large turnouts are important equipment for  a crossover of the 
bi-directional operation multi-track rail and an interchange point of the rail. A switch and lock movement for a 
large turnout needs high-power for throwing it, however it needs same safety and maintainability with other 
movements. Accordingly, designing of a switch and lock movement for large turnout is difficult than movements 
for small turnouts.  In Japan, two 1/38 large turnouts were installed. The turnout initially installed is switched by a 
special high-powered point machine. However, initial capital costs was found to be quite high due to the very 
expensive point machine and power supply equipment. 

In 2010, the second 1/38 turnout started its operation on a newly opened line “Narita Sky Access” connecting the 
centre of Tokyo with Narita International airport. Since the special high-powered point machine could not be used 
for reducing initial capital cost we set out to develop a switch and lock movement using two general switch 
machines. The use of two switch machines required the further development of a method of synchronising the 
motion between the two machines to reduce the stress on the tongue rails. 

2 BACKGROUND OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Why was a large turnout installed on Narita Sky Access Line? 

A large turnout is one of the most important facilities for allowing a train to pass through a diverging route at high 
speed. However, in Japan, the high speed lines known as “Shinkansen” had not been equipped with any large 
turnout over 1/18, until a 1/38 turnout was installed at a junction dividing Joetsu Shinkansen and Hokuriku 
Shinkansen in 1995; for Shinkansen lines are not designed either for the bidirectional operation or the single 
track operation. 

In 2005, the construction of a new rail route connecting Tokyo with Narita International Airport was authorised. 
The route called “Narita Sky Access Line” today connects the existing lines: Keisei Railway Main line and 
Hokusou Railway line. And the route re-utilises land, viaducts, and other structures of the cancelled Narita 
Shinkansen line. However, since a part of about 9 km in length of the cancelled line near Narita Airport was 
already re-utilised as a narrow single track railway operated by JR, the new route was constructed as a single 
track railway in this part (see Figure 1). In addition, as Tokyo and Narita was already connected by two railway 
access routes, JR and Keisei on which passenger can travel between the two places in about 1 hour, the new 
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route was expected to shorten the time between the two places by 160 km/h operation. For these reasons, a 
large 1/38 turnout was installed at Narita-Yukawa station of Narita Sky Access Line, where the single track 
section and the double track section are connected. 

JRTT (Japan Railway Construction, Transport and Technology Agency) was entrusted with the construction of 
the line by Narita Rapid Rail Access Co., ltd [1]. And, RTRI (Railway Technical Research Institute) was entrusted 
with the development of a switch and lock movement for the 1/38 turnout by JRTT. 
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Figure 1: Railway network nearby Narita Airport 

2.2 Why did we develop the new movement, using two point machines? 

In Japan, tongue rails and other movable rails are thrown by a single point machine. The switch and lock 
movement for the first 1/38 turnout is also thrown by a single machine. However, we need to develop a switch 
and lock movement using two point machines for the second 1/38 turnout installed in Narita Sky Access line, 
because some problems were identified in the former movements. In this section, we describe an overview of the 
switch and lock movements in Japan to deepen the understanding of the technical backgrounds of Japanese 
point movements. We also describe an overview of the first installed switch and lock movements for the 1/38 
turnout in Japan. 

2.2.1 Switch and lock movements in Japan 

Japanese switch and lock movements using electric point machines are influenced by American point machines 
and movements. Two types of electric point machines, manufactured by USS-M and GRS type 4A and 5, were 
imported in the 1930s. Thereafter point machines, which are based on these American machines, are 
manufactured and installed throughout Japan. Figure 2 shows an example of the switch and lock movement for a 
3’6” gauge line’s 1/8 turnout. And Figure 3 shows an example of a switch and lock movement for a Shinkansen 
line’s 1/12 turnout.  

The characteristics of Japanese switch and lock movement are as follows: 

 An indirect lock system is adopted; 

 Switching rods and a lock rod compose a parallel lock system; 

 A single point machine swings the movable rail, even if the rail should swing at multiple points 
because its length is large, or its stiffness is low. 

The preceding two characteristics are influenced by American point machines. An indirect lock system holds 
movable rails by lock mechanisms of the point machine. The indirect lock, which is adopted for Japanese point 
machines, holds the movable rails by a main lock system, which is composed of a throw bar and lock pieces. 
And, the direction of the rail is kept by a lock rod and lock pieces, if the main lock system fails. 

The switch and lock movements for Shinkansen’s main tracks also use escapement cranks. The escapement 
crank has functions of changing the direction of rod operation, keeping the switch adjuster position, and shunting 
the vibration and impact propagating from tongue rails to the point machine. The functions of escapement cranks 
of ensuring high safety and high reliability have supported the high speed operation since 1964. 
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The third characteristic is derived from the structure of a Japanese turnout. The major and modern turnouts, 
excluding old turnouts designed in 1920s and turnouts for side tracks, are designed so as to make the switch 
angles zero. In addition, the cross-sectional shape of major tongue rails in Japan is designed so as to be 
vertically long. These designs are the causes for long tongue rails and low stiffness. Accordingly, a single point 
machine should swing all traction positions at the same time. 

For those reasons, almost all the switch and lock movements in Japan are composed of a single point machine, 
and rods and cranks. 
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Figure 2: Switch movement for 3’6  gauged line                Figure 3: Switch movement for Shinkansen turnout 

2.2.2 Switch and lock movement for the 1/38 turnout at Takasaki station, the movement developed 
first 

In 1995, the first 1/38 turnout was installed at a junction near Takasaki station on Joetsu Shinkansen. The turnout 
divides the north bound line of Joetsu Shinkansen and the north bound line of Hokuriku Shinkansen (Figure 4). 
As the junction was located 4km away from Takasaki station, the turnout should be capable of allowing high-
speed running on the diverging route. 

Figure 5 shows the movement developed first for the 1/38 turnout. A switch and lock movement for the turnout 
was designed following the characteristics of the other Shinkansen’s switch and lock movements: a single point 
machine switches multi-positions of tongue rails using escapement cranks. Reasons for the design are as 
follows: 

 Safety; 

 Compatibility; 

 Small stress. 

The first reason “safety” means, that the movement should hold the movable rail during a train passing on it. The 
design, according to which the escapement cranks hold the movable rail, has effectiveness in damping the 
vibration and the impact propagating from the rail to the point machine. It brings a parallel locking function, and 
makes the movement safer. 

The second reason “compatibility” means, that the same idea and method are applicable to design and 
maintenance work. The Takasaki’s movement is composed of a point machine, escapement cranks, rods, and a 
pipe compensator. The point machine, which is powerful having twice as large switching force as that of a 
general TS type machine, is special, and the numbers of cranks and rods are large. However, the method of 
maintenance and the way to switch the turnout by hand operation are the same, as composition is the same as 
the general movements.  

The last reason “small stress” means, that the stress on tongue rails generated by the slip of the motion between 
the traction points is small. The movement is designed so that all traction points of tongue rails are connected 
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mechanically, and the escapement cranks are designed so that all traction points move at the same time. A 
system using multiple point machines without a mechanism for protecting and compensating for the slip of the 
motion, could not be applied, because large stress on the tongue rails is not tolerable. 

Technically, the design of the Takasaki’s movement is successful. The results of the tests, by which its 
operational characteristics and train’s running performance on it are examined, are satisfactory. And it has been 
operated stably. However, to install the second 1/38 turnout at Narita poses a problem, because the special high-
powered point machine and the power supply for the machine are very expensive. Accordingly, the development 
of a switch and lock movement using two point machines, which are used generally in Shinkansen, and the 
development of a method for synchronising the motion between the two machines aiming to reduce the stress of 
tongue rails were decided. 

. 
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To Niigata

To Sendai, Shin-Aomori

Jyoetsu Shinkansen (opened 1982)

Hokuriku Shinkansen (opened 1997)

Tohoku Shinkansen (opened 1982)

1/38 turnout

 

Figure 4: Railway network nearby Takasaki 
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Figure 5: switch and lock movement for Takasaki’s 1/38 turnout 

3 DEVELOPMENT  

In this section, we describe the concept of the design of the newly developed switch and lock movement using 
two point machines. And, we also describe the results of the test. 

3.1 Design 

3.1.1 Point machines and Switch and lock movements 

Figure 6 shows the developed switch and lock movement for the 1/38 turnout. The design of the turnout is almost 
the same as Takasaki’s turnout. And the layout of escapement cranks, the tip-side switching machine and other 
equipment are almost the same as the switch and lock movement for Takasaki. However, there are some 
differences in the second movement. The differences are as follows: 

 The switch mechanism is divided into two sections: tip-side and end-side; 
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 TS-M electric point machines are installed at the tip-side and the end-side; 

 A stroke detector is installed at the border of the two sections. 

The sections, which are composed of a point machine and escapement cranks, are designed in such a way that 
those switching loads balance each other based on a simulation, which we developed. Figure 7 shows the 
switching loads of the machines, which were calculated by the simulation. As shown in the results, it was 
confirmed that the switching loads balance each other if the design is prepared in such a way that the sections 
are divided between the third and fourth escapement cranks.  

: Escapement crank

Stroke detector

: Electric point machine
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Figure 6: Developed switch and lock movement for 1/38 turnout 
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(a) sections divided between #3 and #4 
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(b) sections divided between #4 and #5 

Figure 7: Results of the calculated switching load by designs 

3.1.2 Stroke detector 

The methods under which two mechanisms move by the same displacement simultaneously are roughly 
categorised as an open-loop control or a closed-loop control. The closed-loop control should be equipped with 
sensors and controllers because such parameters as displacement, velocity, and acceleration, should be 
detected to check the differences from the desired values. And, the mechanisms are generally controlled by 
electrical methods, such as the adjustment of the voltage and frequency of the actuators. Meanwhile, the open-
loop control does not need to detect those parameters, only the start and the stop of the mechanisms being 
controlled. 
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In the designed movement, the open-loop control is adopted. This is because it has been known that the 
difference of the operation time between TS-type electric point machines is small from the former experiments. 
The open-loop circuit which be adopted at Narita uses a power control relay on the interlocking circuit which 
shunts power supplies for the two machines. The operation is finished by circuit controllers which detect that its 
direction is correct. However, if one of the machines is stopped for any reason, such a simple open-loop circuit 
could not stop the operation of another machine. Therefore, a stroke detector is installed to detect large relative 
displacement between the two machines. 

Figure 8 shows a stroke detector which is adopted at Narita to detect such un-synchronous movement, and its 
function. It is composed of a rod with limit switches connected to the tip-side, and a rod with a hump connected to 
the end-side. Normally, the limit switches close by the hump, and the two machines operate. If one of the 
machines is stopped by any reasons, the switches are turned off, and then power supplies for the two machines 
are shunted. The length of the hump is determined by a test by which the relation between the displacement and 
the stress on the rails is measured. 

      

Displacement sensor
for monitoring

Limit SwitchesHumps

Appearance Content

 

Figure 8: Stroke detector 

3.1.3 Other equipment 

The Narita’s movement is also equipped with sixteen contact detectors which detect objects between the tongue 
rail and the stock rail. Figure 9 shows a contact detector. The position and the number of contact detectors are 
designed so that they can detect any object over 5mm in thickness in the area from the toe to the sixth switch rod. 

Condition monitoring devices are also installed. A monitoring device for the point machine measures its voltage, 
current, and the displacement of lock rods. The results of the lock rod displacement indicate the necessity for 
adjustment work of the indirect lock system. The stroke detector has a monitoring system recording its 
displacement to accumulate knowledge on the change in displacement over time to assist in the development of 
preventative maintenance regimes. In addition, monitoring devices for the contact detectors are also available. 
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toggle
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Figure 9: Contact detector (Circuit controller for contact detection) 
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3.2 Testing 

We tested the switch and lock movement for the 1:38 turnout before opening the line. Test duration, test site, and 
test contents are as follows: 

 Test duration: 14 August 2009 to 2 October 2009; 

 Test site: 1/38 turnout at Narita Yukawa station of Narita Sky Access line construction site; 

 Test contents: switching load, rail stress, relative displacement between two machines, and other 
contents. 

3.2.1 Switching load 

Switching loads are loads applied to the point machines and the escapement cranks during the operation of the 
tongue rails. The switching load on the point machine should be designed so as to be smaller than the switching 
force of the point machine. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show test switching loads applied to the two point machines. 
The results indicate the following: 

 The loads of the two machines are smaller than half of the switching force of the TS-M type switching 
machine; 

 Point rollers are effective in reducing switching loads (Figure 12); 

 The average loads are 4.0kN (tip-side) and 4.5kN (end-side). 

The results show that the switching loads of the movement are acceptable. 
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Figure 10: Switching load (Tip-side point machine)         Figure 11: Switching load (End-side point machine) 

 

Figure 12: Point roller (auto adjustment type) 

3.2.2 Rail stress and relative displacement between two machines 

A stress is applied to the tongue rail by the relative displacement between the two machines. To determine the 
width of the hump, we measured the rail stress, when one of the machines stops and the other moves. Figure 13 
shows the result of the test, when the tip-side moves and the distribution of the relative displacement is also 
measured. Figure 14 show the result of the measured distribution of the movement. 
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The results indicate the following: 

 Relative displacement of 150 mm indicates 100MPa stress; 

 As the permissible stress of rails is 137MPa, the width of the hump should be less than 150mm. 

 All the recorded relative displacement is smaller than ±30mm. 

We fixed the width of the hump at 120mm. The breakdown is as follows: the maximum temperature variation of 
the rods is 8.5mm per side, the allowance of the adjustment is 20mm per side, and the assumed displacement is 
30mm per side. 

For emergencies and maintenance, the point machines should be operated by a hand-driven handle. To keep 
the relative displacement small, an indicator which notifies operators of the large relative displacement is 
installed near the point machines. And a condition monitoring device which measures the relative displacement is 
also installed. 
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Figure 13: Stress of tongue rail                          Figure 14: Distribution of relative displacement 

3.2.3 Other tests 

We also tested the following: stresses of each part of the switch and lock movement, the detection performance 
of the contact detectors. At the final stage of the development, we tested its performance when a train is passing 
the diverged line at a speed of 160 km/h. We confirmed that the results of all the tests are satisfactory. 

4 CONCLUSION 

The results of the development are as follows: 

 The developed switch and lock movement has the ability to switch a 1/38 turnout which has 41.9-
metre-long tongue rails; 

 The movement has functions characterised by “Safety”, “Compatibility”, and “Small stress”, which are 
the same as the Shinkansen’s switch and lock movements. 

 The initial cost of the movement is reduced by half in comparison to the former developed movement 
which uses a powerful point machine and a special power supply. 

The switch and lock movement using two point machines which we developed is adopted as the movement of 
Narita’s 1/38 turnout. The movement has been operating stably without any serious problems since 17 July 2010, 
when Narita Sky Access line was opened, and it has been supporting transport between the capital Tokyo and 
the international airport, ever since. 
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